
A Markov Game Model for  
Valuing Player Actions in Ice Hockey 

Introduction 
Our vision: sports analytics = branch of 
reinforcement learning. 
•  Fundamental question: which actions contribute 

to winning in what situation? 
•  Answer: learn an action-value function or Q-

function. 

Related Work 
•  Expected Possession Value EPV: a Q-function 

for basketball [2]. Spatial-temporal model 
based on tracking data. 

•  Total Hockey Rating (THoR) [3] assigns a value 
to all ice hockey player actions. No context, 
fixed look-ahead window (20 sec). 
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Player Impact Scores 
The impact of an action in a state 
 is defined by 
 

Motivation 
Advantages over previous action-based analytics 
(plus-minus, Corsi, Fenwick). 
•  Context-Awareness. Action values depends 

on context = state. 
•  Example: Goals are worth more with tied scores than with a 

2 goal lead.  
•  Lookahead. Actions can have medium-term 

impact. 
•  Example: Penalties can lead to goals but not immediately. 

Data Set 
•  2.8M events, > 600K play sequences. 

Table 4: Statistics for Top-20 Most Frequent Context States. GD = Goal Differential, MD = Manpower Differential, P =
Period.

Observed Model Predicts
GD MD P #Sequences #Goals #Penalties Goal Difference Penalty Difference Goal Difference Penalty Difference

0 0 1 78,118 5,524 11,398 7.06% -2.26% 7.06% -2.26%
0 0 2 38,315 2,935 5,968 7.60% -2.92% 7.60% -2.92%
0 0 3 30,142 2,050 3,149 5.85% -2.19% 5.85% -2.19%
1 0 2 29,662 2,329 4,749 2.02% 2.17% 2.02% 2.17%
1 0 3 25,780 2,076 3,025 4.34% 3.54% 4.34% 3.54%
-1 0 2 25,498 1,970 4,044 8.63% -8.70% 8.63% -8.70%
1 0 1 24,721 1,656 4,061 5.31% 3.42% 5.31% 3.42%
-1 0 3 22,535 1,751 2,565 0.74% -18.28% 0.74% -18.28%
-1 0 1 20,813 1,444 3,352 4.57% -8.05% 4.57% -8.05%
2 0 3 17,551 1,459 2,286 6.92% -0.87% 6.92% -0.87%
2 0 2 15,419 1,217 2,620 2.71% 2.90% 2.71% 2.90%
-2 0 3 13,834 1,077 1,686 -2.32% -12.57% -2.32% -12.57%
0 1 1 12,435 1,442 2,006 64.77% 31.70% 64.77% 31.70%
-2 0 2 11,799 882 1,927 3.85% -15.72% 3.85% -15.72%
0 -1 1 11,717 1,260 2,177 -54.76% -44.79% -54.76% -44.79%
3 0 3 10,819 678 1,859 0.29% 1.24% 0.29% 1.24%
-3 0 3 7,569 469 1,184 7.04% -6.25% 7.04% -6.25%
0 1 2 7,480 851 1,157 56.99% 25.67% 56.99% 25.67%
0 0 4 7,024 721 535 5.69% -10.65% 5.69% -10.65%
0 -1 2 6,853 791 1,150 -52.47% -37.39% -52.47% -37.39%

4.2 STATE SPACE: PLAY SEQUENCES

We expand our state space with actions and action histo-
ries. The basic set of 8 possible actions is listed in Table 2.
Each of these actions has two parameters: which team T
performs the action and the zone Z where the action takes
place. Zone Z represents the area of the ice rink in which
an action takes place. Z can have values Offensive, Neu-
tral, or Defensive, relative to the team performing an action.
For example, Z = Offensive zone relative to the home team
is equivalent to Z = Defensive zone relative to the away
team. A specification of an action plus parameters is an
action event. Using action description language notation
[?], we write action events in the form a(T,Z ). For exam-
ple, faceo↵ (Home,Neutral) denotes the home team wins
a faceoff in the neutral zone. We usually omit the action
parameters from generic notation and write a for a generic
action event.

A play sequence h is a sequence of events starting with ex-
actly one start marker, followed by a list of action events,
and ended by at most one end marker. Start and end mark-
ers are shown in Table 2, adding shots and faceoffs as
start markers, and goals as end markers. We also allow
empty history ; as a valid play sequence. A complete
play sequence ends with an end marker. A state is a pair
s = hx, hi where x denotes a list of context features and h
an action history. State s represents a play sequence con-
sisting of action events a1, a2, . . . , an and with a particular
GD, MD, and P as the context. If the sequence h is empty,
then state s is purely a context node. Table 5 shows an ex-

ample of a NHL play-by-play action sequence in tabular
form. Potentially, there are (7 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 3)40 = 4240 action
histories. In our dataset, 1,325,809 states, that is, combina-
tions of context features and action histories, occur at least
once. We store sequence data in SQL tables (see Table 5).
SQL provides fast retrieval, and native support for the nec-
essary COUNT operations.

Table 5: Sample Play-By-Play Data in Tabular Format

GameId Period Sequence Number Event Number Event
1 1 1 1 PERIOD START
1 1 1 2 faceoff(Home,Neutral)
1 1 1 3 hit(Away,Neutral)
1 1 1 4 takeaway(Home,Defensive)
1 1 1 5 missed shot(Away,Offensive)
1 1 1 6 shot(Away,Offensive)
1 1 1 7 giveaway(Away,Defensive)
1 1 1 8 takeaway(Home,Offensive)
1 1 1 9 missed shot(Away,Offensive)
1 1 1 10 goal(Home,Offensive)

4.3 STATE TRANSITIONS

If h is an incomplete play sequence, we write h ? a for the
play sequence that results from appending a to h , where a
is an action event or an end marker. Similarly if s = hx, hi,
then s ? a ⌘ hx, h ? ai denotes the unique successor state
that results from executing action a in s. This notation uti-
lizes the fact that context features do not change until an
end marker is reached. For example, the goal differen-
tial does not change unless a goal event occurs. If h is a
complete play sequence, then the state hx, hi has a unique

Markov Game Model 
A Markov Game Model [1] consists of 4 
components: 
State Space, Transit ion Graph + 
Probabilities, Rewards 
 
•  Players = Home, Away. 
•  State = (Goal Differential, ManPower 

Differential, Period, Action  History within 
play sequence) 

•  Transition probababilities estimated from 
the number of observed occurrences. 

•  >1.3 M states with >0 occurrences. 

State Transition Examples. 
 

Rewards/Costs 
•  Score Goal/Incur Penalty. 

Value Iteration for Q-Learning 
Since states encode action histories, the 
expected value of states is equivalent to learning 
a Q-function (V = Q). 

Applications of the Q-function 
•  Knowledge Discovery. Cervone et al. [2]: “We 

assert that most questions that coaches, 
players, and fans have ...can be phrased and 
answered in terms of EPV [i.e., the Q-
function].” 

•  Player ranking. Add up the total impact of a 
player’s actions. 

The Q-Value Ticker for Colorado vs. St. Louis 

Action Goal Impact Depends 
on Context 
•  Boxplot of action value for each state.  
•  * = THoR Action Values [3]. 
•  Player Total Goal Impact (2014-2015 Season 

1st half) 
•  Jason Spezza has high goal impact, low plus-minus. 
 

Conclusion 
•  The Q-function is a powerful AI concept that 

captures much information about hockey 
dynamics (or other sports). 

•  Novel player ranking method based on 
reinforcement learning. 

•  The Q-impact of an action varies greatly with 
context, and medium-term ripple effects make a 
difference. 

•  Goal Impact scores correlate with points. 
 


